IS THERE A BUDGET TO MAINTAIN THE FINAL PROJECT?

Decorative concrete in angled parking

Central Green in shape of historic courthouse footprint
SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION.
Initial Design Concepts - Option “C”
Stabilized Decomposed Granite paving

Interactive Feature

Custom light features

Special art paving

Space for temporary performance stage

Trees in grates

Trees can be part of the square

Trees

This is better

Be sure to incorporate the forest as part of the experience

Trees need to grow into individual trees

I think the parking along Hutton Avenue is a nice option that could allow for more retail along it. A long of there are very suitable plants to put it.

I am concerned that there may be an extra cost for these products to plan concrete. It should be checked.

I say it at all positive
REDWOODS ARE NOT URBAN TREES.

They are thriving and protecting us from heat and climate change.

Don't kill redwoods for cars.

Are native to area, and we remove them?
What happens to our precious Place out?

Be original

Perfectly executed Santa Rosa

Stage need water/beer before it - security? Area to?

I am concerned for stage leads for the stage. Can we put cover/curtains for the lead area?

Performance Stage (2) - like us not wall stock

I think it looks like the airport
STAGES - GENERAL COMMENTS

- Stages need visual barrier behind it
- Shrubs? Trees?

- All the stages are ugly!
- We want beauty.

- Needed better publicity for more public input throughout.
Stage needs a back "wall" of trees or shrubs!

Our lights & traffic noise problematic. Looks like a bus stop.

The pillars are ugly - they should match the lighting.

The structure don't need to be branded "Santa Rosa".

Not sure what the word "Santa Rosa" is for anyway. Don't need it. City all lined up anyway. What happen we be around.

Fix with rolls like door garage rolls. Need to down back.

Needs backing for bike lanes. (like door garage rolls.)

Stages general comments.
Need designs to reflect.

2016 → Future.
Scale is good.

Attention is good.
We have looked back to our "Victorian" & "Shinnyed"

Ross Pop Too Long.

Narrow base for light structure.

These will take away from public art components.
All over-designed incorporate simple modern lighting.

Be careful about light pollution in the sky.

No up light.

Please don't design any of these structures for lighting.

Make normal lights out use safely to make climber structures.

I love your meteorological (what?)

Combine all thoughts of continuous trim elements about.

Ugly.

Install lights in trees. These factories are ugly.

Provide simple light option.

Ugly.

Simplicity is an art.
Three.

- Solar lights
- Make normal stylish yet use local artists to make unusual structures
- Love = the beach around any light
- More seating
- Local artists

- ugly
- fancy
- reduce
- What
- Renam
- No IF

- Please
- Attractive art
Why not regional pack light.

I prefer this one, but need to look more Northern California.

Love this one.

Dumpy

UGLY
Need designs to reflect 2016 -> future. Scale is good. Attention is good -> we have looked back to our "Victorian" & "Simplified" era for too long,

YES

Pump

glosh

prefer this one, but need to look more Northern California.

good/worst

love this one

Narrow base for light structure
Like motion sensor idea

I LOVE (?) your METALLIC BOTANICAL (?)

ugly
Purple
ugly
too fancy

Yes, IF it HAS Benches.
We need large garage signage.

Contact SE Men's clubs.

What courthouse?
Rename it "Redwood Square".

Get the schools involved!
Advertise
more =
more
input

S.R. population
170,000 +
online survey
participation
2000
1/3% of 1% of
the population
of the
S.C. state
know...
where are
the
students?
none of these choices.

redwoods

plant more

don’t tear them down

Access from train?

Save trees
Way too auto-centric

we know this is all about the business

We want trees. Beauty, people!
Don't put streets around park and keep the trees. This will make for a larger park. Traffic can go to the west existing street.

Poplars create blowers + mess

Redwoods, Cedars + oaks are superior to poplars from China.

Need to spend $ to make parking garages safe. Need to fund.

Parking on...
Move benches, more trees

Redwoods, Cedars, Oaks are superior to Poplars from China

Not much character

When were given a chance to work on the renovation? The square is surrounded by banks (imag for corner) so what are we using this space for at dusk, being certainly be shopping?

Bike not great

Parking on one side only

Per downtown to save
SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION
Initial Design Concepts - Option "C"
Keep more of the beautiful older Redwoods. Can the new roads!
The renovation project will create daily traffic jams—blocking the only straight way to get N75 + S-109. scrap the project save the trees.

Purple
Save more trees!

UGLY

The pedestrian walkway colored distinctly.

LEAVE THE REDWOODS

Pedestrian walkway colored distinctly.

Plants
Oak
Xeris

No need for so much parking

NO MOUNTAIN SPACE!

NEED MORE OPTIONS

Safe @ all times!

Herbert Square Plaza
24 trees in middle

After the current housing development west side of this street—its another tree at the trees.

Too many right angles

needs curved walkways circle instead of square

Consider homeless occupation needs land to be a very well used square—by all

SAVE Heritage TREES
Purple
Save more trees!

UGLY

Lights are not attractive

Light cost lots of money

Save the trees

No need for so much parking

No moving since!

NEDY
New options

Safe at all times!

Plant more trees

Pedestrian walkway colored distinctly

Forest the pylon lights!

Too many right angle dead curved walkways.

Circuit instead of square

Herbst Square Plaza

Herbst Trees in Studley

Consider homeless occupation

Beautiful to be a real well-used square for all

Open House West

The reanimation project will create daily traffic jams — blocking the only straight way to 57th & 53rd. Scarp the project, save the trees.
The reanimation project will create daily traffic jams — blocking the only straight way. It's not N or S.

Scrap the project. Save the trees.

Too much landscape not enough green.

Lighs are not attractive.

Light cost lots of money.

Can't not have the square alone.

Leave the square (or the thoroughfare) with us.

Consider homeless occupation — needed to be a very well-used space by all.

Heritage trees.

Save Heritage TREES.
TREES are more important than MONEY.

Cutting down mature trees will be a PROBLEM.

Heritage Tree??

Meaningless town?

LEAVE ALL CURRENT TREES!

Trees should be saved.

Ugly

Children's play space or wash basin feature.
Trees are more important than money.

Lawn? Water?!!

Trees provide shade; cool; green space.

Town Green in Windsor isn’t popular!

Fire based lighting... unattractive.

Heritage Tree? Meaningless term?

Where are the homeless bikes?

Water elements in design.

Tiny houses will fit here for homeless.

Leave the trees ugly.

Cutting down mature trees will be a problem.

Leave all current trees!
Cutting down mature trees will be a problem.

Trees are huge, shady, and provide shade at a cost of money.

Fear based "lighting": unattractive

"Heritage Tree": meaningless term?

Trees planted for aesthetics changed

Leave all current trees!

A vocal minority are trying to derail a great project.

Children's Play Space and Water Feature
DON'T RIGHT-  
DON'T RIGHT- 
DON'T RIGHT- 
DON'T RIGHT- 
DON'T RIGHT-

Musked design,规划

Need new design, planning

same trees, less parking

Create bocce, futsal, and bocce

 Able to sleep

More from Chihuahua

Superior Poilars
Be creative & make plan around trees: Santa Rosa will be known for this.

WHAT IS THIS attitude? BUREAUCRACY.

BE CREATIVE & MAKE PLAN AROUND TREES:

SANTA ROSA WILL BE KNOWN FOR THIS.

WHAT IS THIS ATTITUDE? BUREAUCRACY.

LEAVE ALL CURRENT TREES

NO BIG GRASS!

LOCAL PRIDE FOR SANTA ROSA

Bike Parking areas

Decorative concrete in angled parking

WHERE ARE THE PUBLIC BATHROOMS?

LEAVE ALL EVERGREEN UNIQUE BEAUTY

SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION.
Initial Design Concepts - Option "C"

This is STUPID.
This stupid voting (Trump Opinion)
LEAVE ALL CURRENT TREES
NO BIG GRASS!
Look up for Santa Rosa
Provide option with parking on one side
This is STUPID This stupid VOTING (Trump opinion)
Why spend $4B+ to move one tree in that?
What happens to our previous police gate?
LEAVE all Everett Unique Beauty
Stabilized Decomposed Granite paving
Interactive Feature
CREATE HOUSING for Homeless
Water feature for kids
To much space allocated for parking
Third Street
Fourth Street
Stabilized Decomposed Granite paving
Interactive Feature

Light features

Special art paving

Water feature for kids

No need for Dragonparking
Space for kids

Trees in grates

Space for temporary performance stage

What happened to our precious green space?
LEAVE ALL ORIGINAL PLANTS
Redwoods are not urban trees
SR doing great job so thank you already
This lawn needs Pesticides and fertilizers
Revisit Greenway
Keep the old trees
(Additional notes)

Central Green
Bike Parking

Stabilized Decomposed Granite paving
Interactive feature
Space art paving

Performance stage with historic granite base
	

misconceiving the size of new trees being planted
Don’t want to lose the old trees
All the designs are very similar why aren’t there new concepts including the saving of trees or other design motifs

All that changes
good luck with the public feedback

Am I the only one who wants to keep the old trees

Central Green

SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION
Initial Design Concepts - Option B
**Central Green**

- Leave all original trees?
- Are any of these the original trees?
- Talk trees take a long time to grow.
- We need shade trees to grow, critter need homes.
- Leave all old trees.
- Are the designs very similar.
- Why are there no options including the saving of trees, or other design notes?

**Bike Parking**

- Leave trees make surface green around trees than sparse.
- Rock can be a leader.
- Instead of open sky botanical or art history history, what about cultural elements?
- Redwoods are not urban trees.

**South Street**

- This lawn needs pesticides and fertilizers.

---

**SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION**

*Initial Design Concepts - Option "B"*

- No water, need irrigation.
- Leave as is.
- Need to expand.
- Leave as is because of the area.
- No water, not worth the time.
- Playgruond please!
- No need to use a water system.
- You must not assume anyone wants to stop at courthouse square. Let them drink this without added negative.
Parked NOT a priority

Replanted original trees

This lawn needs pesticides

North Avenue

Interactive feature

Stabilized Decomposed Granite

Paving

No cock in all - weed-stressed climate

Leaves are my fire

Original Deciduous trees - add

Planted trees - yes

Lawns - on top

NO water - a water-stressed climate

Where are bathroom?
SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION.
Initial Design Concepts - Option "A"

- Decorative concrete in parking
- Redwoods provide regular SHADE and OXYGEN
- Please consider for kids to play on top of both streets level
- Redwood is critical to the ecosystem services of the community
- Don't cut the old trees. MB
- Green stonework
- Bike path
- contention with plan on both streets level
- Say? Keep the beautiful flavor of old grove trees!
Stabilized decomposed granite paving

Interactions

5th generation Sonoma County person. I would like the old Redwoods to stay.

Parking should be off street - use existing lots & garages. Private freeway shuttle service.

Redwood Sculptures of Trees Go Down

Eliminate 1 row of parking (one side trees).

Redwood provide 1600 tons of carbon sequestration

this means less smog, less shade birds, green

I'm proud of being a tree hugger.

Performance structure with historic granite steps at base

Children Play & Grow

The future of Santa Rosa is more important than a tree.

Weird Art, Start Artists

Come up with a design that keeps ALL THE TREES

No side streets (Exchange & Honiton)

Trees in grates - public trees should never be removed in these days. We need more public art. We need to be careful.

People to the plaza & movement.

We can't have too much access.

Police Parking

No cars passing. Close Exchange + Honiton.

Eating in outdoor dining, best of.

We should cap higher in historic districts.

Yes, contemporary metal stories can be ugly.

Weaker public bathrooms.

August 4-7, 2021

I could see other historic districts.

Lilac Street

We need to go hard on these.

We need to be careful.
Forget the phallic lights.

Too many right angles. Needs curved walkways/circles instead of square.

Enough green.
Forest the phallic lights!

Too many tight ends need cut. Could walkways circle instead of square.
Central Green in shape of historic courthouse footprint
Stabilized decomposed granite paving
Interactive feature
Fourth Street
Third Street
Special art paving
Custom light features
Tree bosque in containing decomposed granite
Performance structure with historic granite steps at base
Trees in grates
Bike Parking
Decorative concrete in angled parking

SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REURIFICATION
Initial Design Concepts - Option "A"
Option A is the most pleasing architecture overall. Like permanent part setting.
- Special art paving
- Custom light features
Performance structure
will be held in the outdoor area.